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The credit profile incorporates TAIT’s debt service coverage ratios (DSCRs) improving to
nearly 1.4x over the near term after averaging around 1.1x in recent years. The improved
financial performance is supported by an uptick in enplanements due to increased service
offerings and the service area’s regional economic recovery from a contraction in the
energy industry. This is balanced against TAIT’s high leverage metrics; however, annual debt
service requirements are declining, and the airport does not have any additional new money
issuance plans at this time. In addition, the airport’s ability to make airline rate adjustments
via an extraordinary coverage protection clause in the airline use and lease agreement
provides bondholder support.
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Credit strengths
» Sole provider of air service in the Tulsa area
» Extraordinary coverage protection clause allows airports to adjust airline rates upon 30
days' written notice if the rate covenant requirements are not met
» Demonstrated importance of Tulsa airport to American Airlines for its maintenance and
engineering global headquarters
» Limited long-term debt needs
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Credit challenges
» Enplanements have stabilized but remain about 16% below pre-recession levels
» Relatively high debt burden and low DSCRs

Rating outlook
The stable rating outlook is based on our expectation that the airport will have steady enplanement growth and no additional
borrowing. The outlook additionally incorporates the expectation that the airport will sign a new airline agreement in the coming
months that retains extraordinary coverage protection as well as the ability to enact mid-year rate adjustments as necessary.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade
» Enplanement growth at or above the US average for origin and destination (O&D) airports
» Internal liquidity increases closer to the national median around 600 days cash on hand
» Net revenue DSCR increases to a sustained level above 1.4x including Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs)

Factors that could lead to a downgrade
» Protracted trend of enplanement declines
» CPE increases to levels that are uncompetitive with peers
» Sustained decline in liquidity below 300 days cash on hand

Key indicators
Exhibit 2
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Profile
The TAIT operates, maintains, constructs, improves and leases both Tulsa International Airport and RL Jones Airport, which serve the
City of Tulsa. TAIT and the City of Tulsa entered into an amended and restated long term lease agreement, effective January 1, 2014,
whereby the City, acting through the Tulsa Airport Authority, assigned all airport system properties and equipment to the TAIT. The
restated lease agreement created more autonomy for TAIT but continued the same underlying lease arrangements with the City. Tulsa
International Airport represents over 95% of TAIT operating revenues and is comprised of a central terminal and two concourses, three
paved runways and over 3,700 parking spaces.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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The FAA classifies Tulsa International Airport (TIA or the airport) as a small hub airport. In fiscal 2018, TIA was served by 3 mainline
passenger airlines, 11 regional carriers, and 4 low cost carriers, which together provided 51 daily nonstop departures to 20 destinations.
The airport was also served by seven all-cargo airlines.

Detailed credit considerations
Revenue generating base: Steady enplanement growth to resume after 2018-2019 acceleration
Enplanements at TIA will grow in the low single digits around 1% annually over the near-term. This follows an uptick of 3.7% in fiscal
2018 and a projected 3.1% increase in fiscal 2019 based on current airline schedules and trends in capacity and load factors. New
carriers are providing service at the airport, and existing airlines are adding capacity to serve high demand markets. We expect steadier
enplanement growth beyond fiscal 2019 based on the cyclical nature of the metro area economy and the likelihood of aviation fuel
prices continuing to rise.
TAIT's growth between fiscal 2013 and 2017 was relatively stagnant compared with the broader trend at O&D airports across the
nation. This was due to a combination of the energy industry weakened by low oil prices, the repeal of the Wright Amendment, airline
strategies to reduce available seats in the Tulsa market and higher average fares. In general, the airport experiences some leakage to
Dallas Fort Worth and neighboring Oklahoma City due to slightly better fares and more service to a greater number of destinations.
Exhibit 5

Enplanement growth accelerating above 3% annually in FY2018 and 2019
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According to Moody's Economy.com the oil rally and manufacturing will be drivers of near term growth within the Tulsa metro area
economy, currently in a late expansion phase, aided by low business costs and costs of living. American Airlines Group Inc. (Ba3 stable)
is the largest employer in the area, with a large number of its employees at its global maintenance and engineering facility located at
the airport. Longer term economic growth will be held back by the cyclical oil industry and limited net migration but will remain in line
with the nation.
The airport is currently operating in a bridge year in its airline use and lease agreement through June 30, 2019 until a new agreement
with signatory airlines is reached. The agreement is based on a hybrid rate framework where terminal rent is charged on a
compensatory basis, and landing fees are charged on a residual basis.
Certain provisions of the airline agreement are beneficial to the credit profile. The agreement allows for a midyear adjustment to the
signatory airline rates if the amounts required to be collected through the signatory airlines is estimated to be 10% lower or higher
than the original budget. In addition, under the extraordinary coverage protection provision, rates can be adjusted if TAIT provides
30 days’ prior written notice to the signatory airlines that TAIT is estimated not to meet the rate covenant. Separately, other nonsignatory airlines have entered into shorter term agreements with the airport but due to the short term nature of those agreements,
are charged about 25% higher terminal rent and airfield landing fee rates. We expect these provisions will be carried over to the new
airline agreement.
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TAIT is currently negotiating with airlines to phase out the revenue sharing provision of the airline agreement. in the previous airline
agreement, 50% of annual net revenues were shared with signatory airlines each year. Management reports that the phase out is not
expected to have a material impact on cost per enplanement (CPE) based on the expectation of annual growth of around 1% after
fiscal 2019. Cash flows would increase as a result of phasing out the revenue sharing.
Non-aeronautical revenue, which accounted for 46% of operating revenue in fiscal 2017, will get a boost from rising enplanements in
fiscal 2018 and 2019 and the introduction of new food and beverage and retail concessionaires that have been performing well. Rental
car revenues, including customer facility charges, and parking revenues were up 13% year-over-year in fiscal 2018 due to increased
passenger traffic despite competition with transportation network companies (TNCs) such as Uber and Lyft. The airport can implement
new charges to defray the impact of lost revenue from transportation options that compete with parking and rental car business. Last
fall, the airport updated its ground transportation policy to charge a $1 per pickup fee on TNCs and may add another fee for drop offs.
New fees have also been imposed on hotel shuttles and limos.
Operational and financial performance: Increased passenger volumes drive improving financial metrics
The airport’s DSCR, calculated on Moody’s net revenue basis, will improve for the second consecutive year in fiscal 2018 to almost
1.4x, based on unaudited results, up from 1.16x in fiscal 2017. Importantly, Tulsa remained in compliance with its rate covenant of 1.25
times with a bond ordinance DSCR of 1.58x in fiscal 2017. The difference is due to the inclusion of rolling coverage and transfers from
the airport improvement fund in the bond ordinance calculations. The extraordinary coverage protection clause in the use and lease
agreement would be utilized if the rate covenant is not expected to be met for any fiscal year.
The airport’s CPE will remain stable and competitive around $8 to $9 based on our expectation of annual enplanement growth around
1% beyond fiscal 2019. The current new money debt issuance will wrap around existing debt service which has a declining structure.
Annual debt service requirements will start around $15.4 million in fiscal 2019, down from requirements during the last five years
ranging from $17 million to $20 million.
LIQUIDITY

The airport’s had unrestricted and discretionary reserves totaling $23 million in fiscal 2017. This represents 381 days cash on hand,
which is low relative to the median of 479 days for Baa1-rated airports and 563 days for small hub airports. Liquidity will improve over
the near term due to expected improvements in operating performance in fiscal 2018 and 2019 resulting in stronger cash flow margins
and management's plans to maintain higher reserve balances, especially if the revenue sharing provision of the airline agreement is
phased out.
Debt and other liabilities: High leverage; declining debt service structure
TAIT's debt burden will remain elevated relative to peers at an estimated $178.5 million outstanding post-sale, which represents $116
per O&D enplaned passenger. This is high compared with Moody's median of $63.58 for small hub airports.
The airport is in the last stages of its major terminal rehabilitation program. Management does not have any additional new money
debt issuance plans after the Series 2018A bonds for the next several years. TAIT's current fiscal 2019-2023 capital improvement plan
has an estimated cost of $57 million, which will be funded by PFCs, federal grants, state assistance and internally generated cash flows.
DEBT STRUCTURE

All of the airport's debt is fixed rate and matures 2048. Debt service was about $17 million in fiscal 2017 will drop to $15.3 million in
fiscal 2019. Debt service requirements step down through final maturity.
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Debt service structure is declining
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DEBT-RELATED DERIVATIVES

None.
PENSIONS AND OPEB

Moody’s adjusted net pension liability (ANPL) in fiscal was about $28.6 million, compared to TAIT's reported net pension liability of
$10.9 million. Moody's adjusts the reported pension liabilities of entities that report under governmental accounting standards to
enhance comparability across rated issuers. Under governmental pension accounting, liabilities are discounted using an assumed rate of
investment return on plan assets. Under our adjustments, we value liabilities using a market based discount rate for high quality taxable
bonds, a proxy for the risk of pension benefits.
When combined with the airport's outstanding debt, the ANPL brings the adjusted debt to O&D enplanements moderately higher to
$138.13 as of fiscal 2017 compared with the unadjusted debt per O&D of $107.
Management and governance
The airport is governed by TAIT, wherein under a trust indenture TAIT has the power to acquire interests in property, alter and modify
airport properties, incur debt, lease or sublease premises, and generally do what is needed to provide a safe, efficient, and selfsupporting airport system for Tulsa and its surrounding regions.

Other considerations: Mapping to the grid
The grid is a reference tool that can be used to approximate credit profiles in the airport sector in most cases. However, the grid is a
summary that does not include every rating consideration. Please see the Government Owned Toll Roads Methodology report for more
information about the limitations inherent to grids.
The published rating of Baa1 is the same as the grid indicated rating.
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Publicly Managed Airports and Related Issuers Methodology Scorecard
Tulsa Airports Improvement Trust, OK
Regional Position:

Rate Making Framework:
Factor
1. Market Position

2. Service Offering

3. Leverage and Coverage

4. Liquidity
5. Connecting Traffic

Regional

Hybrid
Subfactor

Score

Metric

a) Size of Service Area (millions)

A

1.16

b) Economic Strength and Diversity of Service Area

Baa

c) Competition for Travel

Baa

a) Total Enplanements (millions)

Baa

b) Stability of Traffic Performance

Baa

1.38

c) Stability of Costs

Aa

d) Carrier base (Primary Carrier as % of Total Enplanements)

A

a)Debt Service Coverage by Net Revenues

Baa

1.16x

b)Debt in USD per O&D Enplaned Passenger

Ba

107.29

33%

Metric

Notch

Days Cash on Hand

381

0

O&D Traffic

99%

0

6. Potential for Increased Leverage

0

7. Debt Service Reserves

0

Scorecard Indicated Rating:

Baa1

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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